
How People Lie

Rule 13

In  July  of  2014  the  AFA (American  Family  Association)
petitioned the Air Force about a cadet in a leadership position
voluntarily removing a bible quote from the dry-erase board on
his rooms door. The petition had 70,000 signatures on it.

From the petition1:

"Recently, a handwritten Bible verse on a United States Air
Force Academy cadet's dry-erase board was removed after a
complaint by an anti-Christian activist group. . ."

First - let me state that from my own personal experience,
unless you personally purchase something,  everything in the
military belongs to the military - not you. Just as at work; your
work computer belongs to the company and they have the right

to say what you can and cannot have on the computer. What you have on your own personal phone is your
business, but what's on the computer is the companies business. And the dry-erase board in this case was the
military's property, not the individuals.

Second - They implied that the verse was removed by the military or some nefarious action by others. The truth
is that the cadet in this case voluntarily removed it on his own.

The  entire  incident  was  summarized  by  the  Academy  Superintendent  Lt.  Gen.  Michelle  Johnson
"I’m pleased with the way our cadets raised and discussed a recent concern in an atmosphere of respect and
communication, and wanted to share it with you.

A religious scripture was displayed outside a dormitory room belonging to a cadet who held a leadership
position  in  the  squadron.  Another  cadet  prompted a  discussion of  appropriateness,  according to  policies that
leaders will avoid actual or apparent use of their position to promote their personal religious beliefs to subordinates.
The scripture was below the cadet’s name on a white board and could cause subordinates to doubt the leader’s
religious impartiality. With the mentorship of the active duty commanding officer as part of the discussion, the cadet
squadron commander raised this potential perception and the cadet voluntarily elected to erase the scripture.

The  Air  Force’s  Academy  is  a  training  institution,  teaching  cadets  how  to  appropriately  raise  concerns,
understand perceptions and balance personal  freedom with effective leadership.  Cadets will  continue navigate
through questions like this, where judgment is an important aspect of leadership on active duty. This is the ideal
environment to explore those leadership issues with open and transparent conversations. I'm proud to see the
cadets  having  subsequent  conversations  about  how to  enjoy religious  freedoms regarded to  all  cadets  while
practicing caring leadership that inspires all subordinates. "

It was also pointed out that "The cadet in question is in a leadership role, and Air Force Regulation 1.1 bars
those in leadership positions from forcing their religious beliefs on those down the chain."3

Then "After the Bible verse became the topic of a FOX News editorial yesterday following our blog posting, nine
other  religious  messages  were  written  onto  whiteboards  outside  cadets'  rooms  at  the  academy.  "3

There was what I would classify as a stereotypical response from a minority of Right Wing extreme Christians at the
academy including the one picture below: 



And this is probably the worst case picture. I do not have access to the other pictures.



And a somewhat less than Christian (Muslim, Atheist, Buddhist) response also:

At least the Qur'an, in this case, agrees with Rule 13.



Also, there are over 4,000 Cadets at the Academy, so 9 postings by non leaders shows the extremists that they
are in a very small minority. And pushing their beliefs will most likely not advance their career.

In this case the theists managed to lie six times:

1.  Out and Out Lie -  They said the dry-erase board was the cadets when it  was obviously the Air  Force
Academy's.

2. Out and Out Lie - "anti-Christian activist group" - The MRFF is not anti Christian. They are anti proselytizing
anti-forcing either way by people in leadership positions.

3. Redirection - Saying it was hand written when something in hand writing is supposed to mean something
special?

4. Omission or Unwarranted Ignorance - They never mentioned the person in question was in a leadership role.

5. Omission or Unwarranted Ignorance - They never mentioned that the Air Force Laws require that people in
leadership positions not in any way push their religion onto others.

6. Omission or Unwarranted Ignorance - They never mentioned that the religious posts by non leaders was
allowed and not questioned.

And as a final note - America is supposed to be about Freedom for ALL. Including freedom from having your
military leaders force their religion on you when you must literally rely on them for your life.
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